
Katy	May	Spencer	<hello@cobacollections.com>

Fwd:	EVENTS	—	BreathWork	and	Sound	Healing	with	Katy	May	Spencer
2	messages

Nate	Loomis	<nate.newrenbooks@gmail.com> Thu,	Jan	23,	2020	at	9:26	AM
To:	Katy	May	Spencer	<hello@cobacollections.com>

Here	it	is	:)	

<newrennews@gmail.com>
Date:	Wed,	Jan	22,	2020	at	5:56	PM
Subject:	EVENTS	—	BreathWork	and	Sound	Healing	with	Katy	May	Spencer
To:	<nateloomis444@gmail.com>

Hello, I'm Nathaniel Loomis, this
week's "eyes and ears" at New
Renaissance and your resource for
all things enlightening, intentional,
and uplifting.

 Call 503-224-4929 to reserve your seat for:
“Authenticity is the daily practice of letting go of who we think we are
supposed to be and embracing who we are.”



~Brene Brown

Have you experienced a dramatic change in your life or made the
courageous decision to end one way of life to embrace a new one
more in alignment with your true self?  

This week, I had the opportunity to visit with Katy May Spencer who
through her own personal quest for more authenticity and connection,
discovered the potential to not only heal herself but to assist others to
find healing too.  

Using the simple and natural act of breathing, she employs the
calming sounds of crystal sound bowls, aided by tools including raw
crystals, to help quiet the mind and tune into the vast intelligence of
the body and the natural world. 

This weekend she will be offering her BreathWork Meditation Class at
New Renaissance, which includes a portion of active breathing
followed by a period of rest and guided relaxation techniques. 

BreathWork Meditation Class
with Katy May Spencer

Saturday, February 25, 2-3:30pm, $25

Tell us about yourself and how you discovered your passion for
healing with sound?

I discovered my innate capacity to heal myself when I left New York
City, burnt out and exhausted, and went to live in a tent in the Costa
Rican jungle!

I had been living in the heart of New York City, working long hours at a
startup, and caring for my sick grandfather, when I realized that I had
lost my connection to myself. This realization shook me up and led me
to take the drastic measure of leaving my company, my home, my
community, and turning to nature to find a path back to myself.

 While I was on my sojourn from Costa Rica to Bali, I started practicing
meditation, yoga, journaling, singing, playing harmonic sound
instruments and so on - all things I’d been exposed to before, but
hadn’t engaged with in a disciplined way. Now I’ve developed a daily
practice that soothes my anxieties, reconnects me with my purpose
and lifts my spirits.   



What will you be doing at your event?

The whole experience is designed to get us out of our ordinary state of
consciousness and reconnect to the deep healer within. 

At the beginning of class, I gift Coba Crystals (my ethically sourced
crystal line) to everyone to use during class. My intention is for you to
keep these crystals as simple reminders of how you felt when you
used the tools of breath and sound to heal yourself.

We will start out with an active BreathWork session in which we will
practice a three-part breath that essentially induces a non-ordinary
state of consciousness. This breath allows us to process emotions
and breathe through old patterns and behaviors that no longer serve
us, and connect to the immense amount of healing energy that we
have available to us at all times. 

This period of BreathWork will be followed by a deeply relaxing
meditation in which I will use singing bowls, tuning forks, a sansula,
Koji chimes and other sound instruments to create harmonic
frequencies and deepen your immersion into your own healing
powers.

Join Katy for this healing and soul enriching event!

Blessings,

Nathaniel Loomis

Events for January 22 - 29
Drop-In Meditation
with John Gladen
Wed. Jan. 22, 5:30 - 6:15 pm, Free!


